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CASE STUDY

$40 BILLION BIOPHARMA AND LIFE SCIENCE  
COMPANY STREAMLINES INFRASTRUCTURE WITH 
archiveIQ® SOLUTION BY INNOVATION LABS 

KEY COMPONENTS & FUNCTIONALITY DELIVERED: 
Sikich’s flagship enterprise archive solution, archiveIQ, was successfully deployed and 
implemented for the client. Four legacy TrackWise systems were smoothly archived into 
archiveIQ, including all pertinent organizational reporting data. archiveIQ’s robust interface 
was well received by the client’s users. Team admins were impressed with the tool’s ability to 
setup user access and easily control security levels. 

Post-archive, the client was able to fully decommission four legacy TrackWise systems. 
This effort created significant cost savings through product licensing fee structures offered 
by Sikich and significantly reduced infrastructure costs. Additionally, the archiveIQ product 
implementation helped realize IT resource efficiencies where future system maintenance and 
administration required much less effort.

Sikich implementation specialists worked closely to support the client throughout  
the project to deliver their go-live on time and within budget. 

KEY BENEFITS: 

WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR INNOVATIVE  
DATA ARCHIVAL AND MIGRATION SOLUTIONS? 
Contact us at RQCInfo@Sikich.com to setup a discovery call. 

PROJECT OVERVIEW 
In late 2020, a $40 billion 
global diagnostic and contract 
manufacturing company 
assigned a global initiative to 
harmonize Quality processes 
into their Global instance of 
TrackWise®. In an effort to 
reduce costs and redundancy, 
the client made a key decision to 
archive data from their legacy 
systems. This approach was 
taken to avoid a data migration 
into the Global system.

The client was seeking a 
reliable archive solution to 
address this challenge and 
they discovered archiveIQ®, a 
proprietary software designed 
by Sikich Innovation LABS. 
The team was impressed 
with archiveIQ’s rich user 
experience, which allowed them 
to archive all legacy systems, 
seamlessly, in one place. 
Ultimately, they engaged Sikich 
Innovation LABS to license 
the archiveIQ application and 
perform this critical product 
implementation. SIMPLE SYSTEM 

DECOMMISSION

The implementation allowed 
the client to remove outdated 
system software to protect 
and mitigate risk, while also 
alleviating high costs required 
to maintain them.

CENTRALIZED ACCESS 
TO DATA

All four legacy systems are 
located in a single instance of 
archiveIQ. This allows access 
to legacy data in one place, 
with room for additional data 
archivals in the future. The 
client can now assign fewer, 
more focused resources to 
preserve this single system. 

LOW MAINTENANCE  
& COST-EFFECTIVE

The company’s new system 
requires nominal upkeep 
and affords significant 
cost reduction related to 
licensing and infrastructure 
maintenance fees.
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